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High-Energy Cosmic Particle Backgrounds

gamma neutrino UHECR

non-blazar

blazar
>70%

?
(blazar: <10-30 %)

?

Particle energy budgets are roughly comparable (1043 -1044 erg Mpc-3 yr-1)

?
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Neutrino-Gamma-UHECR Connection?

• Explain >0.1 PeV n data with a few PeV break (theoretically expected)
• Escaping CRs may contribute to the observed UHECR flux

(grand-)unification of neutrinos, gamma rays & UHECRs
simple flat energy spectrum w. s~2 can fit all diffuse fluxes

KM & Waxman 16 PRD

PeVn – confined CR
UHECR – escaping CR
sub-TeVg – “sum”
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• Explain >0.1 PeV n data with a few PeV break (theoretically expected)
• Escaping CRs may contribute to the observed UHECR flux

(grand-)unification of neutrinos, gamma rays & UHECRs
simple flat energy spectrum w. s~2 can fit all diffuse fluxes
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PeVn – confined CR
UHECR – escaping CR
sub-TeVg – “sum”

cf. Yoshida & KM: ICRC for CR “accelerator” case



Ex. AGN Embedded in Galaxy Clusters/Groups

Fang & KM 18 Nature Phys.

promising!

• AGN as “UHECR” accelerators
• confinement in cocoons & clusters → IceCube
• escaping nuclei: “hard” spectrum → Auger Xmax

• smooth transition from source n to cosmogenic n

Unifying >0.1 PeV n, sub-TeV g, and UHECRs (including 2nd knee & composition)

see Ke Fang’s review talk!
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Neutrino Tests: Detectability of Neutrino Sources

KM & Waxman 16 PRD

g-ray spectra of pp sources should be hard: s<2.1-2.2 (KM, Ahlers & Lacki 13) 
→ nearby “representative” sources w. s~2.0-2.1 are promising  

nearby galaxy clusters
IceCube 5 year observations

nearby starburst galaxies (north)
IceCube 10 year observations

• Current IceCube may see ~2-3s fluctuations (ex. NGC 1068?) 
• IceCube-Gen2 is necessary for discoveries anyway

�M82 is not a representative SBG

JCAP02(2013)028
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Figure 15. Forecasted neutrino constraints on the total CR energy, Ecr, for five nearby GCs. The
uniform CR distribution is assumed. The Virgo cluster gives the most stringent constraint. The
shaded region indicates the typical total CR energy required in the scenario where GCs contribute to
the observed CR flux.
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Figure 16. Forecasted neutrino constraints on the CR energy fraction in the isobaric model, Xcr, for
five nearby GCs. The CR distribution is assumed to trace the thermal energy distribution. One sees
that the Perseus cluster gives the most stringent constraint.

energy in the PeV range is so small that the neutrino constraints should be weak. One sees
that the Virgo cluster gives the most stringent neutrino constraint, Ecr ! 1062 erg for s = 2.

Neutrinos with ∼ PeV energies are produced by protons with ∼ 30 PeV [29]. Although
it might be difficult to trap such high-energy CRs in GCs, it is useful to consider the isobaric
model as an optimistic case. In this case, CRs are more clustered around the GC center, so
the neutrino flux is enhanced for the same total CR energy. In figure 16, we show forecasted
neutrino constraints on the CR energy fraction in the isobaric model, Xcr. More massive
GCs are expected to be larger energy reservoirs and the neutrino flux is proportional to n2

N
rather than nN , so the order among the five clusters changes from that in figure 15. One sees
that the Perseus cluster gives the most stringent neutrino constraint, Xcr ! 0.03 for s = 2.

– 19 –

KM & Beacom 13 JCAP

ruled out
by diffuse g bkg.

s=2.0

bkg.
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Figure 2. Gamma-ray spectrum of NGC 1068 in the HE and VHE band. The Fermi-LAT data points are from Lamastra et al.
2016 (P8), and from Ajello et al. 2017 (3FHL). The purple arrows indicate upper limits at 95% confidence level derived from
the analysis of MAGIC data (⇠125 hours) presented in this paper. The green and orange lines show the gamma-ray spectra
prediced by the AGN jet (Lenain et al. 2010) and starburst (p=2.5, Ecut=108 GeV, and ⇠=0.04, Eichmann & Becker Tjus
2016) models, respectively. The shaded grey band indicates the upper (p=2, Ecut=6⇥106 GeV, and ⇠=0.25) and lower (p=2,
Ecut=3⇥105 GeV, and ⇠=0.2) bounds of the gamma-ray emission predicted by the AGN wind model as proposed by Lamastra
et al. 2016. For the sake of clarity, the predictions of the revised AGN wind model (Lamastra et al. 2019) are not shown, since
they do not di↵er from that by Lamastra et al. 2016 at energies smaller than 10 TeV. For comparison, the spectrum predicted
by the AGN wind model that is obtained by assuming one of the combinations of CR proton spectral parameters compatible
with the MAGIC upper limits (p=2, Ecut=8⇥103 GeV, and ⇠=0.2, see Figure 3) is shown with the dark grey line.

where the intense optical and near infrared emission produced by the active nucleus and the surrounding dusty torus
(Hönig et al. 2008) could act as the target photon field for both photohadronic gamma-ray and neutrino emissions and
for pair production (e.g. Murase et al. 2016; Inoue et al. 2019).

5. CONCLUSIONS

The results from the MAGIC observations of NGC 1068 imply that the gamma-ray spectrum could be either entirely
produced by leptonic processes, as in the AGN jet model, or, if a hadronuclear component is present, as envisaged in
the AGN wind or in the starburst models, the accelerated proton population should have soft spectra (p &2.2) and/or
low maximum energy (Ecut '104 GeV).
At present, it is not possible to resolve spatially the emission from the di↵erent components (jet, starburst, molecular

disk) in the gamma-ray band with Fermi-LAT, thus no strong conclusions can be drawn on their relative contributions
to the observed emission. This obstacle could be overcome in principle with observations in the radio band that can
potentially benefit also from spatial information. However, the presence of the radio jet in the inner 100 pc hampers
the identification of any emission not originating from the jet or the compact nucleus.
Improving our understanding of the emission mechanisms in star forming galaxies and AGN is crucial to test source

population models of the extragalactic gamma-ray and neutrino backgrounds. Indeed, although coincident observations
of neutrinos and gamma rays from the blazar TXS 0506+056 represent a compelling evidence of the first extragalactic
neutrino source (Aartsen et al. 2018; Ansoldi et al. 2018), independent analyses indicate that blazars can account only
for a small fraction of the di↵use neutrino flux measured by IceCube (Padovani et al. 2016; Murase & Waxman 2016;
Aartsen et al. 2017).
The astrophysical high-energy neutrino flux observed with IceCube is consistent with an isotropic distribution of

neutrino arrival directions, suggesting an extragalactic origin. Star-forming galaxies such as NGC 1068, could be the
main contributors to the observed neutrino emission. The increase of the sensitivity up to a factor ⇠10, as envisaged
in the the next generation of neutrino detectors (such as Km3Net and IceCube-Gen2), will allow the detection of
neutrinos from the starburst and AGN-wind scenarios described here. At the same time, the improved sensitivity of

future CTA. The 5σ significance discovery potential for
point sources is used. We consider 2.0 ≤ s≲ 2.2. The upper
limit on s is set by the isotropic diffuse gamma-ray
background measured in the 0.1–820 GeV range
(gamma-ray sources with larger values of s that explain
the observed IceCube neutrino intensity produce a
gamma-ray background violating the Fermi data [18]).
Using Eq. (2) for CR reservoir models, the number density
of neutrino sources reachable by gamma-ray detectors is
approximately given by

neff0 ∼ 2 × 10−5 Mpc−3
!

E2
γΦγ

2 × 10−8 GeVcm−2 s−1 sr−1

"
3

×
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"−3!ΔΩ
2π

"
2

: ð10Þ

For Fermi-LAT (0.1–300 GeV) and HAWC (0.3–100 TeV),
which are observatories with a wide field of view, their
discovery potentials imply that SBGs and GCs or GGs,
predicting neff0 ∼ 10−5 Mpc−3, can be discovered for
s ∼ 2.2. Note that Fermi’s all-sky survey should have
yielded a detection of a few sources for sources with
s ∼ 2.2 and a density of∼10−5 Mpc−3, as expected for SBGs
and GCs or GGs. Indeed, high-energy gamma-ray emission
from several nearby SBGs has been detected [76,106],
consistent with the prediction of the SBG model in which
SBGs are the sources of IceCube’s neutrinos. The non-
detection ofGCs orGGs does not yet rule out these objects as
candidate sources, since nearby objects of this type are
extended (for Fermi’s resolution), and the flux sensitivity for
extended sources is worse than that for point sources.
For CTA (0.02–300 TeV), which is a narrow field-of-

view observatory, the single source discovery line refers to

a study of catalogs of known sources which are suggested
as neutrino source candidates, assuming 50 hr integration
per source. We do not assume the survey mode. Figure 7
implies that, if SBGs or GCs or GGs or perhaps RL AGN
are responsible for the observed high-energy neutrino flux,
single neutrino source candidates found by IceCube-Gen2
via, e.g., multiplet or stacking analyses should be discov-
ered with multi-TeV gamma-ray observations (even for a
hard spectral index s ¼ 2.0). We note that follow-up
observations of high-energy muon neutrino events would
also be useful.
Among the nearby (< 100 Mpc) SBGs in the catalog

used in Ref. [76], 18 SBGs have LIR ≳ 1011L⊙, which can
be representative neutrino sources in the calorimetric SBG
model. The promising targets in the northern sky include
NGC 2146, NGC 1068, Arp 299, NGC 6701, NGC 7771,
NGC 7469, Arp 220, Mrk 331, NGC 828, Arp 193, and
NGC 6240, which can be detected by CTA if SBGs are the
sources of IceCube’s neutrinos.
For RL AGN, all 3FGL sources will be promising targets

for CTA. An important test is the measurement of time
variability. If neutrinos and gamma rays are produced via
inelastic pp interactions in their host galaxies or cluster
environment, significant variability is not expected.
Variable gamma-ray emission can exclude CR reservoir
models for RL AGN and will favor the emission from core
regions (where the internal attenuation may be relevant).
Finally, we note that a lower limit on the source density

may be obtained from the upper limit on the anisotropy in
the extragalactic gamma-ray background measured by
Fermi (Cp ≤ 2 × 10−20 cm−4 s−2 sr−1 at 20 GeV [111],
where Cp is the angular power spectrum). The recent
results obtained via the photon count fluctuation analyses
[22,23,112,113] can be used for additional constraints, and
the cross-correlation gives stringent limits on contributions
from star-forming galaxies including SBGs [114].

VI. DISCUSSION AND SUMMARY

We have derived in Sec. II constraints on the density and
luminosity of steady standard candle neutrino sources
dominating the high-energy, ≳100 TeV, neutrino flux
detected in IceCube, based on the nondetection of “point
sources” producing high-energy multiple neutrino-induced
muon tracks in the detector. The limits are given in Eqs. (7)
and (8) and illustrated in Figs. 3 and 4 [an upper limit on the
density of steady sources at a given luminosity, which is
valid for sources that do not necessarily dominate the flux,
is given in Eq. (5)].
These limits were applied in Sec. III to a wide range of

potential source classes, taking into account their redshift
evolution and LF. While the distribution of electromagnetic
luminosities, i.e. the photon LF, of different classes of
objects are known, the neutrino LFs of most source classes
are not known and are model dependent. We therefore did
not attempt a comprehensive analysis under different model
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FIG. 7. The local (z ¼ 0) number density of neutrino sources,
whose gamma-ray counterparts can be discovered by the current
Fermi (with eight-year observation), HAWC (with five-year
observation), and future CTA (with 50 hr observation per source).
We consider pp sources with EγLEγ

≈ 2ðEγ=2E0
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(see the text for details). The solid red line corresponds to the
neutrino luminosity density indicated by the IceCube observa-
tion, as indicated by Eq. (6). The SFR evolution is assumed.

CONSTRAINING HIGH-ENERGY COSMIC NEUTRINO … PHYSICAL REVIEW D 94, 103006 (2016)

103006-11

Gamma-Ray Tests: Importance of TeV Observations 

• About 10 representative sources should be seen by CTA

• Possible to have strong constraints even w. current IACTs

MAGIC Coll. 19KM & Waxman 16 PRD

Starbursts & galaxy clusters/groups: g-ray transparent up to ~1-100 TeV
s~2-2.1 → promising for g-ray targeted (point-source & stacking) searches

NGC 1068g-ray constraints on number density

IceCube
prelim.

SBG, GC
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Hidden Cosmic-Ray Accelerators?

KM+ 06 ApJL
KM & Ioka 13 PRL
Kimura, KM & Toma 15 ApJ

Low-power GRBs (choked jets) Supermassive black hole cores

beyond which the cylindrical, collimated flow has a con-
stant Lorentz factor (with !cj ! !"1

j ) because of the flux

conservation. The subsequent jet head position rh is

rh ! 8:0# 109 cm t3=5L1=5
j0;52ð!j=0:2Þ"4=5%"1=5

a;4 : (2)

Even if the jet achieves ! & !cj in the star, !cj !
5ð!j=0:2Þ"1 implies that the collimated jet is radiation
dominated. The jet breakout time tbo is determined by
rhðtboÞ ¼ R(, where R( is the progenitor radius.

The progenitor of long GRBs has been widely believed
to be a star without an envelope, such as Wolf-Rayet (WR)
stars with R( ) 0:6–3R* [24]. Let us approximate
the density profile to be %a ¼ ð3" "ÞM(ðr=R(Þ""=
ð4#R3

(Þ (") 1:5–3), where M( is the progenitor mass

[25]. Then, taking " ¼ 2:5, we obtain rcs ! 1:6#
109 cm t8=51 L6=5

0;52ð!j=0:2Þ8=5ðM(=20M*Þ"6=5R3=5
(;11 and rh !

5:4# 1010 cm t6=51 L2=5
0;52 ð!j=0:2Þ"4=5 ðM(=20M*Þ"2=5R1=5

(;11
[22], where L0 ¼ 4L0j=!

2
j is the isotropic total jet

luminosity. The GRB jet is successful if tbo !
17 sL"1=3

0;52 ð!j=0:2Þ2=3ðM(=20M*Þ1=3R2=3
(;11 is shorter than

the jet duration tdur. With tdur ) 30 s, we typically expect
rcs ) 1010 cm for classical GRBs [26].

The comoving proton density in the collimated
jet is ncj!L0=ð4#r2cs!cj$mpc

3Þ¼L=ð4#r2cs!cj!mpc
3Þ’

3:5#1020 cm"3L52r
"2
cs;10!

"1
2 ð5=!cjÞ. Here, L ¼ ð!=$ÞL0,

L is the isotropic kinetic luminosity, and $ is the maximum
Lorentz factor. The density in the precollimated jet
at the collimation or internal shock radius rs is nj !
L=ð4#r2s!2mpc

3Þ ’ 1:8# 1019 cm"3 L52r
"2
s;10!

"2
2 , which

is lower than ncj due to ! & !cj. This quantity is relevant
in discussions below. Note that inhomogeneities in the jet
lead to internal shocks, where the Lorentz factor can be

higher (!r) and lower (!s) than ! !
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
!r!s

p
.

Radiation constraints.—Efficient CR acceleration at in-
ternal shocks and the jet head has been suggested, since
plasma time scales are typically shorter than any elastic or
inelastic collision time scale [12–14]. However, in the
context of HE neutrinos from GRBs, it has often been
overlooked that shocks deep inside a star may be radiation
mediated [27]. At such shocks, photons produced in the
downstream diffuse into the upstream and interact with
electrons (plus pairs). Then, the upstream proton flow

should be decelerated by photons via coupling between
thermal electrons and protons [28]. As a result (see Fig. 1),
one no longer expects a strong shock jump (although
a weak subshock may exist [29]), unlike the usual
collisionless shock, and the shock width is determined
by the deceleration scale ldec ! ðnu%Ty+Þ"1 ’
1:5# 105 cmn"1

u;19y
"1
+ when the comoving size of the

upstream flow lu is longer than ldec. Here, nu is the
upstream proton density, and y+ð, 1Þ is the possible effect
of pairs entrained or produced by the shock [30].
In the conventional shock acceleration, CRs are

injected at quasithermal energies [31]. The Larmor

radius of CRs with )!2
relmpc

2 is ruL ) !2
relmpc

2=ðeBÞ ’
3:8# 10"3 cm &"1=2

B L"1=2
0;52 rs;10!2!

2
rel, where B is the mag-

netic field, !rel is the relative Lorentz factor, and &B -
LB=L0 [32]. If the velocity jump of the flow is small over
ruL, the CR acceleration is inefficient. For ldec . lu, since
significant deceleration occurs over )ldec, including the
immediate upstream [28,29], CRs with ruL . ldec do not
feel the strong compression, and the shock acceleration
will be suppressed [27,33,34]. CRs are expected when
photons readily escape from the system and the shock
becomes radiation unmediated, which occurs when lu &
ldec [30,36]. Regarding this as a reasonably necessary
condition for the CR acceleration, we have

'uT ¼ nu%Tlu & min½1; 0:1C"1!rel0; (3)

where C ¼ 1þ 2 ln!2
rel is the possible effect by pair pro-

duction [29], although it may be small when photons start
to escape. Since the detailed pair-production effect is
uncertain, 'uT & 1 gives us a conservative bound.
Applying Eq. (3) to the collimation shock [37], the

radiation constraint for the CR acceleration is

L52rcs;10!
"3
2 & 5:7# 10"4 min½1; 0:01C"1

1 !rel0; (4)

where nu ¼ nj, lu ! rcs=!, and !rel ! ð!=!cj þ !cj=!Þ=2
are used. As shown in Fig. 2, it is difficult to expect CRs
and HE neutrinos from the collimation shock for classical
GRBs. We note that the termination shock at the jet head
and internal shocks in the collimated jet are less favorable
for the CR acceleration than the collimation shock since
ncj & nj and !cj . !.
We can also apply Eq. (3) to internal shocks in the

precollimated jet, which have been considered in the
literature [12,13]. Internal shocks may occur above
ris ! 2!2

sc(t ’ 3:0# 1010 cm!2
s;1:5(t"3, and the relative

Lorentz factor between the rapid and merged shells is
!rel ! ð!r=!þ !=!rÞ=2, which may lead to the upstream
density in the rapid shell )nj=!rel. Using lu ! ris=!r )
l=!rel, we get 'T ¼ nj%Tl & min½!2

rel; 0:1C
"1!3

rel0 or
L52ris;10!

"3
2 & 5:7# 10"3min½!2

rel;0:5; 0:32C
"1
1 !3

rel;0:50: (5)
As shown in Fig. 3, unless ! * 103, it seems difficult to
expect CRs and HE neutrinos for high-power jets inside
WR-like progenitors (where ris & rcs ) 1010 cm). Note
that although the constraint is relevant for shocks deep

FIG. 1 (color online). The schematic picture of a collimated
GRB jet inside a progenitor. CR acceleration and HE neutrino
production may happen at collimation and internal shocks. The
picture of the radiation-mediated shock is also shown.
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SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIAL

All the key points are described in the main text, which
are general and not sensitive to details of the astrophysi-
cal models. We here describe possible scenarios for TeV-
PeV neutrino sources that are obscured in GeV-TeV �
rays, without going through specific details. For candi-
date sources of CR reservoirs including starburst galaxies
and galaxy clusters, see Refs. [1, 2] and references therein.

Candidates of Hidden Cosmic-Ray Accelerators

By Equations (1) and (2) in the main text, the di↵use
(all-flavor) neutrino flux from p� sources is estimated to
be

E2

⌫�⌫ ' 0.76⇥ 10�7 GeV cm�2 s�1 sr�1

⇥min[1, fp� ]fsup

✓
⇠z
3

◆✓
"pQ"p

1044 erg Mpc�3 yr�1

◆
,

where f
sup

( 1) is the suppression factor due to meson
and muon cooling, ⇠z is a factor accounting for redshift
evolution of the source density [3, 4]. For no redshift
evolution, we have ⇠z ' 0.6. For the star-formation his-
tory and flat spectrum radio quasar evolution we obtain
⇠z ' 3 and ⇠z ' 8, respectively. In the following we will
discuss specific scenarios in terms of their CR luminosity
density "pQ"p and photomeson production e�ciency fp� .

At present, there are several models that can explain
the 10–100 TeV neutrino data. For a power-law proton
spectrum, the total CR luminosity density (at z = 0)
is expressed by Qp = ("pQ"p)Rp, where Rp("p) is the
conversion factor; Rp = ln("max

p /"min

p ) for s
cr

= 2 and

Rp = ("p/"min

p )
scr�2

[1 � ("max

p /"min

p )
2�scr ]/(s

cr

� 2) for
s
cr

> 2. In the shock acceleration theory, one typically
expects "min

p ⇠ �mpc2 or �2mpc2. For example, assuming
"max

p = 60 PeV, s
cr

= 2 and "min

p = 1 TeV lead to Rp ⇠
10, while s

cr

= 2.5 and "min

p = 1 TeV give Rp ⇠ 10 at
25 TeV. We hereafter use Rp ⇠ 10 as a fiducial value,
although lower "min

p (e.g., ⇠ 1 GeV) leads to larger Rp.
Choked jets and newborn pulsars.— Massive star ex-

plosions such as supernovae and GRBs are considered as
promising sites of CR acceleration. GRB prompt emis-
sion is believed to be high-energy radiation from expand-
ing relativistic outflows launched by a black hole with
an accretion disk or a fast-rotating magnetar. Parti-
cle acceleration may occur both at internal shocks in-
side a relativistic outflow and a pair of external shocks
caused by the outflow, via the shock acceleration and/or
magnetic reconnections [5]. GRBs may explain UHE
CRs [6, 7], since their integrated �-ray luminosity den-
sity Q� ⇠ 1044 erg Mpc�3 yr�1 is comparable to the
di↵erential UHE CR luminosity density "

cr

Q"cr ⇠ 0.5 ⇥
1044 erg Mpc�3 yr�1 at 1019.5 eV. However, stacking
analyses for observed GRBs lead to stringent constraints.
It was shown that classical GRBs can contribute . 1%
of the observed di↵use neutrino flux [8].
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FIG. 1. All-flavor neutrino fluxes for some �-ray obscured p�
scenarios that may account for the latest IceCube data [19].
The latest data on upgoing neutrinos are also shown [20].
We show curves of the AGN core model [21, 22], choked jet
model [12, 13], and low-luminosity GRB model [9, 13]. Note
that model uncertainties are large and contributions to the
sub-TeV IGRB are su�ciently small in these models.

However, these limits do not apply to low-luminosity
GRBs and ultralong GRBs. Low-power GRBs may have
di↵erent origins, and most of them are missed by GRB
satellites such as Fermi and Swift. Their energy budget
may be comparable to that of classical GRBs, so it is
possible that they have a significant contribution to the
di↵use neutrino flux [9, 10]. Theoretically, lower-power
jets are more di�cult to penetrate the progenitor, so it
is natural to expect “choked jets” [11]. Although too
powerful jets lead to radiation-mediated shocks and do
not allow e�cient CR acceleration, since all protons can
be depleted for meson production, choked GRB jets can
account for the IceCube data [12–16]. Not only jets but
also newborn pulsar winds can serve as hidden CR accel-
erators [17, 18]. The pulsar wind with � ⇠ 106 lead to
⇠ 50 TeV neutrinos in the presence of nonthermal target
photons generated in the nebula.
Such jet-driven and pulsar-driven supernovae have

been suggested as origins of low-luminosity GRBs
(that are often classified as transrelativistic super-
novae) and hypernovae, whose local rates are ⇠
102–103 Gpc�3 yr�1 [23] and ⇠ 4000 Gpc�3 yr�1 [24],
respectively. The available energy budget is ⇠ 4 ⇥
1046 erg Mpc�3 yr�1, so we expect "pQ"p . 4 ⇥
1045 R�1

p,1 erg Mpc�3 yr�1. This does not violate
the total CR luminosity density of galaxies, "pQ"p ⇡
1045–1046 erg Mpc�3 yr�1 in the ⇠ 1–10 GeV range [25,
26], and it is possible for choked jets and pulsars to
achieve E2

⌫�⌫ ⇠ 10�7 GeV cm�2 s�1 sr�1 (see Fig. 1).
In addition, very massive stars born at high redshifts

lead to black holes and could launch jets (e.g., Ref. [27]).
We here point out that choked jets from such high-
redshift objects could also give a contribution to the dif-
fuse neutrino flux, as considered in Ref. [28].



Vicinity of Supermassive Black Holes

Cores of active galactic nuclei (mainly radio-quiet AGNs)

accretion disk

corona

disk-corona model 
X-rays=Compton by thermal e

(not accretion shocks)
supported by observations &
theory (simulations of MRI)



Particle Acceleration in RIAFs/Coronae

Seyfert/Quasar (radio-quiet AGN)Low-luminosity AGN
accretion disk is “radiatively inefficient”
low density: collisionless

standard accretion disk: collisional
but coronal region: collisionlessHigh-energy particles in hot accretion flows 7

almost unchanged. The initial energy of the particle, εini, is given
so that the Larmor radius of the particle is equal to λini times the
grid scale: rL = εini/(ecBave) = λini#xini, where #xini = min(#Rini,
Rini#θ , Rini#φ) is the grid scale at the initial ring. The time-step of
the particle calculation is determined by #t = min(#tL, #tx), where
#tL = CsafetL,min = 2πCsafeϵini/(ecBmax) and #tx = Csafe#xmin/c.
Here, Bmax is the maximum value of the magnetic field, #xmin is
the minimum length between the grids in the computational region,
and Csafe represents the safety factor that determines the time-step.
We set Csafe = 0.01. We performed some simulations with Csafe =
0.001, and confirmed that the results are unchanged by the values
of Csafe. As a fiducial value, we set λini = 4. With a smaller value
of λini, we cannot trace the resonant scattering process, while the
particles escape from the computational region too quickly with a
higher value of λini.

The computational region for the particle simulations is the same
with the MHD simulations except for the outer boundary in the
R direction. Since the dynamical structures of the outer parts of
the MHD simulations are affected by the initial conditions, we set
the outer boundary of the particle simulations to Resc = 0.6Rc. The
particles that go beyond the computational region are removed from
the simulation, and we stop the calculation when half of the particles
escape from the computational region.

We solve the equations of motion for Np = 214 = 16 384 particles,
using the MHD data sets shown in the previous section. To solve
the equation of motion, we need to convert the units used in the
MHD calculations to those of our interest. The units of the mass,
length, and time for the MHD calculations are written as Lu = Rc,
Mu = ρcR

3
c , and Tu =

!
R3

c /(GM), respectively. For our particle
simulations, we rescale these units as

Lu = χRs, (16)

Tu =

"
L3

u

GM
, (17)

Mu = ηṀEddTu, (18)

where Rs = 2GM/c2 is the Schwarzschild radius, ṀEdd = LEdd/c
2

is the Eddington mass accretion rate (LEdd is the Eddington
luminosity), and χ and η are the scaling factors of the length
and the mass, respectively. The relation between η and density
is ρc = ηṀEddTu/L3

u, so a higher η leads to a higher density.
We choose the reference parameter set for the particle simulations

so as to be consistent with our assumptions: hot accretion flows
in LLAGNs with Newtonian gravity. In our MHD simulations,
mass accretion rate is written as Ṁ ∼ ṁsimMuT−1

u , where ṁsim ∼
10−3 − 10−2 is the resulting mass accretion rate in the MHD
simulations. Then, the rescaled mass accretion rate is represented
as Ṁ = ηṁsimṀEdd. For η ! 10, this mass accretion rate is in
the hot accretion flow regime, i.e. Ṁ ! 0.1ṀEdd (Narayan & Yi
1995; Xie & Yuan 2012). The scale factor for the length, χ , should
be large enough to be consistent with the Newtonian gravity. For
χ ≥ 20, the initial radius, Rini = 0.3Rc, is larger than 6Rs =
2RISCO, where RISCO = 3Rs is the innermost circular stable orbit
(ISCO) for the Schwartzchild BH. Based on the considerations
above, we set the reference parameters to χ = 50, η = 1, and
M = 108M⊙, which corresponds to typical low-luminosity AGNs,
such as Seyferts or low-ionization nuclear emission-line regions
(LINERs). This parameter set leads to

Lu ≃ 1.5 × 1015M8χ1.7cm (19)

Figure 6. Orbits of test particles projected to the R − θ plane (upper panel)
and the R − φ plane (lower panel) for λini = 4. The initial and final positions
of the particles are shown by the stars and circles, respectively. In the bottom
panel, the cyan circle and black arrows indicate the initial ring R = Rini and
the rotation direction, respectively.

Tu ≃ 4.9 × 105M8χ
3/2
1.7 s, (20)

Mu ≃ 6.9 × 1030M2
8 χ

3/2
1.7 η0g, (21)

where we use the notation Qx = 10x (unit for M is M⊙). The speed
of light is c ≃ 10χ

1/2
1.7 LuT−1

u in this unit system. We use the MHD
data set of run A with T+c = 20π unless otherwise noted. The
Larmor radius and time-scale are rL ≃ 1.0 × 1013M8χ1.7λini, 0.6 cm
and tL ≃ 2.1 × 103M8χ1.7λini, 0.6 s, respectively.

3.2 Results of particle simulations

3.2.1 Orbits and momentum distribution

The upper and lower panels of Fig. 6 show orbits of the test particles
projected in the R − θ and R − φ planes, respectively. The particles
spread in all the directions, but the majority of the particles move
outward in the R direction rather than fall on to the BH or escape
to the vertical direction. The particles are likely to migrate to the
direction at which the magnetic field is weak, partially due to the
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FIG. 3: A typical particle trajectory during multiple magnetic reconnections. The particle ener-

gization history (a), and the particle trajectories superposed on the magnetic field structures at

t/τc = 180 (b) and at t/τc = 200 (c). Color contours show the magnitude of the magnetic field

(B2
x +B2

y)
1/2, and black arrows and thin white lines are the plasma flow vector and the magnetic

field lines in the reconnection plane.

by the two merging magnetic islands, and energetic particles are generated in the current

sheet sandwiched by two magnetic islands and are ejected into the strong magnetic field

region. The nature of particle energization during the merging of the islands explains the

localization of energetic parties in the strong magnetic field region seen in Figure 1f.

To study the mechanism of particle acceleration in the strong magnetic field region in

detail, we plot a typical particle trajectory and its energy history as a function of the

magnetic intensity in Figure 3. Figure 3a shows the energy history from the initial state at

ts = 0 to the end of the simulation run at te = 320τc. The horizontal and vertical axes are

the magnitude of the magnetic field (Bxy = (B2
x + B2

y)
1/2) and the particle energy (γ − 1)

normalized by the rest-mass energy, respectively. At the initial time t = 0, the particle is

located around (Bxy, ε) = (1, 30), which is denoted t = ts. As time passes, the particle gains

energy by moving around the reconnection region. Note that, roughly speaking, Bxy ≤ 0.4

is inside the magnetic island, while Bxy ≥ 0.6 is outside the magnetic island and within

the strong magnetic field. In the early evolution, the particle is accelerated in the relatively

weak magnetic field regions with Bxy ≤ 0.3, and we checked that the acceleration occurred

in and around the magnetic diffusion region. This is meandering/Speiser acceleration [6].

After the initial acceleration in and around the diffusion region, the accelerated particle is

6
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Magnetorotational Instability (MRI) -> turbulence & reconnection 
collisionless for ions -> particle acceleration 

stochastic acc. w. global MRI simulations stochastic acc. w. PIC simulations
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TeV Neutrino – “MeV” Gamma-Ray Connection

• 10-100 TeV n by X rays from coronae & MeV g by UV from accretion disks
(“unique” consequence of disk-corona SEDs)

• X/MeV g and 10-100 TeV n backgrounds can be simultaneously explained

KM, Kimura & Meszaros 19



Detectability of Nearby Radio-Quiet AGN
KM, Kimura & Meszaros 19

• Bethe-Heitler dominance (consequence of disk-corona SEDs)
→ “Robust” MeV g-ray connection: detectable by AMEGO etc.

• Neutrinos: stacking on X-ray AGNs & point-source searches w. Gen2
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Applications to Low-Luminosity AGNs
Kimura, KM & Meszaros 19

• CR-induced cascade g rays are difficult to observe
• Detection of MeV g due to thermal electrons is promising
• Neutrinos can be seen by IceCube-Gen2



Summary
Multi-messenger tests for the origin of IceCube neutrinos

>100 TeV neutrinos
- Consistent w. “predictions” of CR reservoirs (starbursts, clusters)
- Unification: connection to sub-GeV g-ray background and UHECRs 
- Neutrinos: Gen2 is essential but maybe hints in IceCube data 
- g rays: CTA is essential but current IACTs probe special sources

<100 TeV neutrinos 
- Hidden neutrino sources (choked GRB jets, AGN cores) 
- AGN core models: unique connection to X/MeV g-ray backgrounds
- Nearby Seyferts should be detected by IceCube-Gen2 & AMEGO 
- With the same physics low-luminosity AGNs are also detectable 

Request for Gen2: ~0.1 deg resolution & keep threshold ~10 TeV


